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Grab‘n Go™ Label Printer

Features & Benefits
• Grab ‘n go handle
tm

• Full-size ergonomic QWERTY keyboard
• Weighs only 5 lbs.
• Compact size: 11.63"W x 12.25"D x 4.35"H
• Supply cartridges, pre-loaded with ribbon and label stock
• Change cartridges in seconds
• Uses ½" to 2" wide supply
• Just-in-time printing — no setup necessary
• Comes complete with its own software; no need for
computer or IT support

st In Industry
Be

• Easy-to-read 3.5" color screen for WYSIWYG readout
• 1,200+ symbols in 25 categories

• Barcoding and sequencing capability for inventory management
• USB port for optional external control
• SD card port for optional storage

½"–2" Labels
Anywhere, Anytime

Want to learn more
about the Lobo?
Scan the QRC below!
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Supplies
Industrial-strength Vinyl in 17 Color Combinations
Lobo label cartridges feature ribbon and vinyl in a single unit. Cartridge sizes and
colors can be switched in a matter of seconds.
Available in 17 ribbon/vinyl color combinations including:

Mobile. Rugged. Versatile. The DuraLabel Lobo is a portable
thermal transfer printer that gives you the power to create durable
labels anywhere, anytime. It’s perfect for in-the-field labeling of
equipment, asset tracking, inventory, warning signs, office labels,
and so much more. The Lobo’s label stock comes in easy-to-use
cartridges of ½" to 2" in width and can be changed in seconds.

BLACK ON WHITE

WHITE ON RED

WHITE ON BLUE

BLACK ON YELLOW

WHITE ON GREEN

BLACK ON ORANGE

WHITE ON BLACK

RED ON CLEAR

For additional specialty colors call 888.637.3893

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY: If labels made with Premium Vinyl
fail within five years of purchase, we will provide a one-time
replacement cartridge of the same supply.

Specialty supplies

Why Choose Lobo?
Versatile

Lobo was built tough for use in industrial and construction environments, but it works just as
well in an office setting. Print ½" to 2" wide labels in any length. Choose from 17 different color
combinations of ribbon and label stock.

Portable

Lobo is lightweight and portable, with a built-in handle. It’s about the size and weight of a laptop,
so you can use it just about anywhere — on a desk or a workbench, even in a vehicle. The optional
battery lets Lobo print continuously for three hours, equivelant to 2,800 2"x6" labels. Lobo comes
complete with its own software; no computer or IT support is needed.

• Self-Laminating Wire Wrap

• LN2 Poly Tape

• Shrink-Tubing

• UL 969 Compliant Poly Tape

• Circuit Board Polyimide Tape

• High-Tack Tape

• Electrostatic Dissipative Tape

• Cold Storage Tape

• Repositionable Tape

• Extended-Life Tape

• Fluorescent HiViz Tape
• High-Temp Poly Tape

Durable

Lobo is made by Graphic Products, whose labeling systems have withstood the toughest environments on the planet.
From extreme heat and cold to UV and chemical corrosion, DuraLabel supplies are up to the challenge.

• Wayfinding signs

• Aisle markers

• 5S/Kanban labels

• Safety labels

• Barcode labels

• Wire and cable markers

• Equipment and machine labels

• OSHA-compliant safety labels

• Bin and shelf labels

• Valve tags

• Pipe markers

• Office name plates

• Instrument and transmitter labels

• Panel labels

• Electrical box labels

• Component identification labels

• Batch/process labels

• Storage identification labels

• Maintenance labels and signs

• Tubing and conduit labels

• Connector labels and tags

• Flex hose identification labels

• Rack and warehouse labels

Endless applications.

• Tool crib labels

Circuit Board Polyimide Tape

Designed to withstand wave soldering and
acidic solvents.

Labeling
outdoors?

Extended-Life Vinyl (2.6 mil thick)

Comes in 11 ribbon/vinyl color combinations
and lasts up to eight years outdoors.

Kits & Accessories
Save money and get started right away on your labeling projects with a DuraLabel Lobo Kit. We offer a
number of kits suited for your labeling needs, including our Education Kit, Forestry Kit, Government Kit, Military
Kit, Tool Room Kit (see below), and Wire Wrap Kit.

DuraLabel Lobo
Tool Room Kit

Applications

Keep wires organized with self-laminating
wire wraps.

Choose ExtendedLife Vinyl

Simple

Lobo is intuitive and easy to use. The full-size QWERTY keyboard includes one-touch
command keys that let you get right to work on barcoding, sequencing, inputting symbols, formatting
text, and more. You will be up and running within minutes of receiving your Lobo.

Self-Laminating Wire Wrap

Let us customize your kit.

Accessories
Optional canvas
shoulder bag
for on-the-go
labeling.

Visit DuraLabel.com/duralabel-kits for a complete list of kits.
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Optional battery
provides three hours
of continuous printing,
equivallent to 2,800
2"x6" labels.

